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Abstract

Will more realistic behaviour among non-playing characters (NPCs) in a role-playing 
game(RPG) improve the overall feeling of the game for the player? Would players notice 
the enhanced life of a NPC in a role-playing game, or is the time spent in cities and 
villages insufficient to notice any difference at all? There are plenty best-selling RPGs with 
simplistic, repetitive NPC behaviour on the market. Does that mean that smarter NPCs is 
not necessary and that an improvement of them wouldn't benefit the players' impression of 
it? Or would some of these well recognised games get even better with a more evolved 
AI?

These are some of the thoughts that created the initial spark of curiosity that inspired the 
making of this article. By assuming that a more complex game AI for the NPCs will 
improve the realism and feeling in a role-playing game, a research about possible 
techniques to achieve this was made. The technique Smart Terrain was found most 
beneficial for the purpose with this research. It's been used successfully in the well-selling 
game The Sims and appeared to be a good choice for an NPC AI with the flexibility and 
expandability it delivers. With a technique of great potential selected, a first version of an 
AI using it was implemented as a module to the commercial RPG Neverwinter Nights 
2(NWN2). 

With the implemented Smart Terrain AI at hand, twelve testers got to compare this AI with 
the one that is encountered in the original campaign of NWN2. As all the participants in the 
test thought the new version of the AI more realistic than the original AI, the hypothesis 
was proven to be true. The results gave a strong indication of that using the Smart Terrain 
technique is a good choice to achieve higher realism among non-hostile NPCs in a RPG 
like NWN2.
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Introduction

Differences between Game AI and Academic AI
Note that the term AI in the context of this report relates to “game AI”, which isn't the exact 
same as the academic term of AI. The academic term is quite old and widely accepted and 
information about it for the curious reader can be found at[[russell,norvig03]]. The younger 
term game AI could be explained with the quote: “game AI should be anything that a game 
AI programmer have to program in order to make the game characters appear  
intelligent.”[rabin02A]. Game AI is more like a sub-area of the wider and more general 
field; academic AI.

Keep the difference in mind throughout the article so that no confusions between the two 
are made.

Research Limitations
Due to limitations in time, the AI implementation was made as a module to the existing 
commercial game NWN2[oe06] since a lot of overhead work is avoided. The reason for 
this is because all efforts can be focused on related work exclusively as a very rich tool for 
module making as well as the built in scripting language NWscript is provided with it. The 
syntax of NWscript has lots of similarities with the common programming language C. 
From the author's perspective this is positive, since it made the learning process a lot less 
cumbersome in comparison to if the differences in syntax would've varied distinctly.

Another limitation is the focus on non-hostile NPCs solely, and no combat aspects is 
considered at all.

Target Audience
The readers this research will reach out to is anyone with a strong interest for artificial 
intelligence in general, and for RPGs in particular. For better understanding of some parts 
of the article, basic knowledge of software development and programming will help. Also, 
some gaming experience in the RPG genre might help the reader to better understand the 
problem field as well as the authors purpose with research.

The conclusions about the techniques used as well as future work is intended to inspire 
and help any curious game AI programmers.
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Background

Role-playing computer games background
Throughout the context of this work, the term RPG is referring to role-playing games on 
computers. From the authors perspective it mainly involves those with fantasy theme like 
the games based on the famous Forgotten Realms setting or similar. But it doesn't 
exclude that the techniques used and conclusions drawn in the thesis might benefit RPGs 
of other settings and themes as well. The section below briefly describes the RPG genre in 
general, as well as the Forgotten Realms theme to help orient the reader in the subject to 
better understand the purpose of the work. Some related game examples will also be 
presented under the Forgotten Realms section.

Role-playing games in general 
While most game-genres puts their focus on the player's experience solely, RPGs in 
addition lets the player's character learn and grow stronger from different events and 
experiences throughout the game. In turn, there are several different approaches and 
perspectives within the RPG genre as well. The genre provides us with everything from 
mindless hack 'n slash games to deep and story focused role-playing games and 
everything between. In the hack 'n slash  games the player controls one or more 
characters throughout uncountable battles to strengthen them to fair better in combat. 
Then we have the other side with the more story- and personality focused games where 
personal intrigues and feuds between the characters are the focus. In these games social 
and political power is of higher importance than raw strength opposed to the previously 
mentioned hack 'n slash genre.

What they all have in common is the strong focus on different aspects of character 
development.

Forgotten Realms
The Forgotten realms[woc87] is a famous Dungeons & Dragons[tsr74] campaign setting 
which consists of an huge virtual game world with its own continents and cities, and a vast 
variety of different creatures and races that inhabits it. It was invented by a Canadian 
author and game designer named Ed Greenwood in the late-end of the 1980's, and has 
grown steadily in popularity ever since. There's a big selection of popular Forgotten 
Realms computer games on the market today, and lots of gamer fans throughout the wide 
world. Some Forgotten Realms game titles other than NWN2 that was used in this 
research will be exemplified below for curious readers that wants to know more.

● Icewind Dale[bis00]
● Baldurs Gate[bio98]
● Pool of Radiance[ssi88]
● Neverwinter Nights[bio02]
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Problem Identification
Today there's a wide selection of different RPGs on the market, of varying nature and 
different purposes. From the authors own experience, most of them provide the player with 
a decent challenge in combat situations and the enemies can be considered sufficiently 
“intelligent” and able to beat the average player when the odds are even. 

However, there's always two sides of a coin. When you take a closer look into the game 
genre, there is another part of it which can be found a bit crippled from the authors 
observations and experiences. More precisely, the non-hostile NPCs that inhabits towns 
and villages, whose behaviour in many cases can be found rather lifeless and stiff (with 
some exceptions, which  will be discuss later). By taking inspiration from AI solutions for 
this problem in games from other genres where the NPC AI is more advanced, this 
research intended to use one or more of them to develop a better AI. By strengthening this 
aspect of these previously mentioned RPGs, an improvement in overall realism can 
hopefully be achieved.

The Default Neverwinter Nights 2 NPC AI
To better make the reader understand why the author considered the NPC AI of NWN2 in 
need of improvement, a description of how it works will be made here in this paragraph. 
Again note that this exclusively concerns the non-hostile NPCs in towns, and not the 
combat AI of NWN2.
Like in many games today, the NPCs are controlled using state-machines. In NWN2 these 
different states are handled like events that executes specific scripts that defines what is to 
be done in these different situations. A brief introduction about how these events works is 
made under the Event-Handling section in the Implementation chapter. For the curious 
reader, more information about state machines can be found at [rabin02B].
Based on the different states the NPC is currently in, they are doing basic scripted actions. 
In the original campaign, these actions can consist of for example walking a path of 
waypoints around the town block. Another example is that the NPC stands still with a 
group of other NPCs and playing a talking animation with even intervals simulating a 
conversation. In some cases these actions the NPCs are doing can vary depending on 
events that occurs in the story-line of the game. For instance, during war times the city 
might be under evacuation and their normal behaviours have been replaced by more 
appropriate ones to give the player the right feeling. Behaviours of entire families moving 
around a lot can be seen, while others might be standing playing animations of them 
talking anxiously to the local guards that is trying to keep the masses under control and 
prevent panic from breaking out. 
In most cases it is hard-coded behaviours specified to each NPC in every area, and it is 
quite simple. While it can be sufficient in a combat oriented game where very little time is 
spent in the cities, it can be found a bit flawed and monotonous in a game where players 
spend more time in cities and notice the details of NPC's behaviour.
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Hypothesis and Research Questions
● A Higher sense of realism among NPCs in RPGs can be achieved by applying various 
artificial intelligence- theories and methods from games of different genres.

Where a NPC is a term for a computer controlled agent inhabiting villages and cities in 
role-playing games. The term RPG in this article relates to role-playing games in 
Forgotten Realms setting [woc87]. This was the first version of the hypothesis which was 
used during the preparation stages of the research before a specific technique to be used 
to implement the AI was selected. When Smart Terrain[rabin04][kerby02] had been 
discovered as the technique with most potential to achieve realistic behaviour for the 
NPCs, the hypothesis was updated into this new version below.

● A higher sense of realism among NPCs in RPGs can be achieved by applying the 
technique Smart Terrain.

What we mean with the word “realism” in the hypothesis is a bit harder to describe. To give 
the impression of realistic NPC behaviour, a focus on the illusion that every NPC has a life 
with daily goals and needs was made. The nature of these goals and needs has to match 
what can be expected in the virtual game world it dwells within to make it feel authentic 
and realistic. Since the implementation phase and the tests of this research work takes 
place in a game located in the Forgotten Realms, these behaviours might differ a bit from 
what we expect from people in the real world today.

These thoughts have led to the following research questions:
– What is considered to be realistic behaviour in the subject world?
– What parts of the AI can be implemented using Smart terrain?
– Will a richer NPC life improve the gamers impression of the game?

The research questions will all be evaluated and discussed more in depth in the 
Conclusion and Discussion sections.
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Evaluation of some promising AI techniques
The first phase of the work consisted of finding out what algorithms and techniques that 
seemed most suitable to use in order to develop a more realistic AI. Due to the simplicity of 
the scripting language the implementation was made in, the choices were a bit limited. 
More advanced AI has to be well planned and built in from the beginning of the game 
development. Certain elements and resources is components that exclusively the game 
engine has access to while some techniques or algorithms might need them as well. This 
is why the choice of technique can't be made without keeping these restrictions in mind. 
However, the NWN2 editor and scripting language still provides the user with the 
possibility to implement rather complex functionality. 

The techniques that was researched and considered for the implementation phase was 
mainly two techniques that has been used for artificial intelligence in games. Other than 
that, the game “The Elders Scroll IV – Oblivion” [bs06] with it's Radiant AI has been 
played and it's NPCs carefully observed by the author. It's one of the exceptions among 
RPGs that has made more of an effort to develop a realistic behaviour for their NPCs in 
their daily lives. Since no technical information about how it works internally is available to 
the public, these observations had no impact on the actual implementation. However, it 
serve well as a good topic for discussion with it's advanced NPC AI in the Discussion 
section of this article.

The two techniques that has been researched more in depth was Smart Terrain[rabin04]
[kerby02] and Dynamic scripting [spronck06]. They will both be evaluated in the coming 
section. After the initial research about the two, the Smart Terrain was considered most 
suitable for the purpose of this work and is the technique that has been used in the 
implementation to achieve higher realism.
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Smart Terrain 

Introduction
This technique was something that was successfully used by Will Wright  in the famous 
game, The Sims[max00] that simulates the everyday life of an artificial family. Instead of 
making the sim smarter, he created a sort of intelligence for the terrain around them by 
making the objects in the game world smart. 

The sims in the game has a list of needs that they need to fulfil and each game world 
object satisfies one or more of these needs. So what Will Wright did was that each object 
in the game world tells its surrounding area and the sims within it what need the object can 
satisfy. For instance, a bed tells surrounding sims that it can help their need to sleep and 
regain their energy while a nearby refrigerator tells the sim that it can satisfy his hunger by 
providing food. Then the sim decides depending on its gravest needs which of the remote 
objects calls it shall heed to give them the most beneficial result. 

Smart Terrain[rabin04][kirby02] is very useful since it creates a very easily expandable 
environment to work in. The sim's actual AI is quite simple and only need to decide what to 
do depending on their needs and how to get to the nearest object that satisfies the need. 
Then the rest is up to the smart game objects, since they then tell the sim what animation 
and sound to play and what script to run. Thanks to this, it becomes  very easy to add new 
objects to the game world with corresponding scripts and data, and nothing has to be 
changed on the actual sim's AI to enable it to interact with the new addition. 

Smart terrain for NPCs in role-playing games
Now what use can be made out of this technique to reach the goal with the NPCs in 
RPGs? Will it help the essence of realism in the game to give NPCs essential human 
needs such as hunger and the need to sleep? Or will it suffice to use smart terrain to just 
help them achieve other game specific goals to incorporate the player with the illusion of 
intelligence? 
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Dynamic Scripting

Introduction
The point with dynamic scripting is to develop an AI that adapts itself from its previous 
experiences, which makes it flexible and enables it to modify itself to behave good in 
situations of very different nature. This is desirable since the human eye is very keen at 
discovering repetitiveness and will easily learn a deterministic AI's behaviour, and the 
agent will therefore be very predictable. With dynamic scripting[spronck06] this will be 
prevented and the illusion of the agent actually being “intelligent” becomes reality. 

So how does dynamic scripting work? In general it consist of a set of pre-programmed 
rules, all connected with a weight and a priority. Some of the rules has specific conditions 
that has to be met for them to be useful as well. Each rule can consist of one to several 
actions. The number of actions in each rule is up to the AI programmer to decide 
depending on what his AI should be used for. Fewer actions will result in a larger set of 
rules which in turn increases the time it takes for the AI to adapt itself and start yielding 
satisfying results. If you instead reduce the number of rules and use your own knowledge 
of the environment to put together good combinations of actions in each rule, the period it 
takes for the agent to adapt is shorter. For games in general, the agents don't have so 
much time for learning and relatively smart behaviour is expected from the beginning by 
the player. This might pose a problem when having many sets of rules and with an 
untrained AI. However, it can be solved by training the agents through a learning period 
before the release of the game so that a sufficiently intelligent behaviour gets achieved.

Based on the conditions, priorities and weights a set of these rules is picked to be used to 
achieve the agents goals. When a goal has been reached, a fitness function evaluates 
how well or bad the agent performed, and based on the result of this function, the weights 
of the rules are adjusted. Higher weight if the rule resulted in good agent behaviour, and 
lower weight if the agent performed bad. The new weights for these rules will therefore be 
picked more frequently when being higher, and less often if they worked poorly. 

Dynamic Scripting for NPCs and conclusions
While the non-determinism dynamic scripting delivers to the behaviour would be 
something beneficial for the NPCs, it seem to be best suited for combat AI. This is since a 
player will be very watchful and aware of an enemy's actions in a fight because it very 
much affects the player and the game-play. For a non-hostile NPC however, it's quite 
different since their actions doesn't affect the player in such an obvious way. This is one of 
the reasons to the decision of excluding this method from the implementation and focus on 
the more suitable smart terrain. Another reason is that complexity of implementing a 
fitness function to evaluate realistic behaviour of the NPC agents would be very difficult. 
Realism is something that has to be based on the user's experiences and reactions to the 
NPCs' behaviour in the game while playing it, and it can not easily be measured by other 
means.
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The work process
Basically, the work progress went through three different phases. The first phase consisted 
of research of different methods that could possible be the solution to the problem. Once 
that was done, the matter of implementing this solution was at hand so that phase three 
with the actual tests could begin on which the conclusions of the article is based. But we 
will dive deeper into the details of each phase of the work progress before coming to the 
actual conclusions. 

Phase 1: Problem identification and research
Plenty of game developers today seem to put most of their efforts into making efficient 
combat AI, while the non-hostile inhabitants of the villages and cities seem to be of much 
lower priority. This results in a  quite stiff and lifeless feeling as the people on the streets in 
towns is just patrolling around the same path all the time or some just standing still at the 
same location for hours. Of course, for most of the general players this is not an issue 
since most of the play-time is spent outside of the villages and cities doing quests and 
missions.  Due to the fact that the majority of these quests in games like NWN2[oe06] and 
other Forgotten Realms[woc87] games has a combat-oriented nature, most of the players 
interactions is with hostile beings and therefore the AI of these hostile agents is of higher 
importance. However, considering all the casual gamers that engage in more serious role-
playing in these kind of games, the importance of the peaceful citizens behaviour grows, 
as do the time spent in the cities and villages. 

With the need for an improvement identified, the first phase of the work began. To find a 
way to achieve the more realistic behaviour for the NPCs. As mentioned earlier, after 
thorough research and reading about possible techniques, Smart terrain was chosen to be 
the most beneficial one for proving the hypothesis to be true. For a more detailed 
explanation of how that it works, see the section about Smart Terrain[rabin04][kirby02].

With the method to achieve the goal selected, phase two with the coding of the AI could 
start. As mentioned earlier, the implementation of the NPC agents behaviour was done 
using the NWN2 editor and the scripting language NWscript.
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Phase 2: Implementation
This chapter describes technical details of internal workings of the Smart Terrain AI and 
the implementation of it in NWN2. For full documentation of related source code, see 
Appendix B.

Event-handling

Brief introduction to event-handling in Neverwinter Nights 2
The NWN2 engine provides the builder with an event system that can be used for many 
different purposes. Entities in the game world are possessed with a selection of default 
events that they listens for, and as a builder you can assign each of these with a script that 
should be called if that specific event is triggered. The kind of events the entities listens for 
depends on the type of entity. For instance, a door has an On-Open event which is 
specific to doors, while a creature has On-Perceive events which is based on their ability 
to see and hear things. 

In addition to the default events built into the game engine, custom event types with 
corresponding event-handling procedures among the entities that is intended to listen for 
that specific event are available. This provides the module-builders with countless 
opportunities for making advanced and entertaining modules. 

The most important events among the default event types for the Smart Terrain AI 
implementation, was the On-Heartbeat and the On-Spawn events. On-Spawn events is 
an event sent when an entity is to be created. On-Heartbeat events is an event that is 
signalled to every object in the game-world with constant interval. Except for those the AI 
that was implemented is using custom made events for the different needs the NPCs has.
The different event types' specific role in the implemented AI is described more in detail in 
the next section.
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Smart Terrain event handling
For the more realistic villages' daily street life to become reality, the NPCs in the towns 
was provided with a set of basic needs that increases with time and has to be satisfied. 
Then we let every NPC always strive to fulfil his currently highest need by listening for 
events from nearby objects in the game world that offers services that helps that specific 
need. These objects will be referred to as Smart Objects, and they are broadcasting 
events to all NPCs in their immediate area about what need they can satisfy. In NWN2 the 
game world is split into different areas where one area might be one village or city. If it's a 
larger city it is often split into several districts, but as for the implementation of this work, 
the entire city is located in one area and the smart object events are sent to everyone 
there. See Figure 1.

 

Figure 1: Event Broadcasting

 

Figure 1: This image depicts 
how the smart objects in the 
game world broadcasts 
events to all NPCs in the 
current area, telling what 
need it can satisfy.

The event-handler of the On-Spawn-event is where the NPC generates starting values for 
its needs and desires. Its name is also modified here by the built-in name generator to 
avoid having them all being called e.g. Neverwinter Citizen. This makes it easier to 
distinguish between them as it gives them all an unique name to be identified with.

Now that every NPC is provided with its basic needs, the needs also has to be updated 
and increased by time. This was done in the On-Heartbeat event handler, and it also 
evaluates which one of them that is the highest need. The rate in which the NPC's  needs 
increases by time might vary depending on what it's doing. For instance if it's doing 
something that is physically tough to do, his need to rest will increase with faster pace. 
Another example could be if something very boring is being performed, then the need to 
do something fun afterwards will be higher.

The support for these modifiable need-increasing rates has been implemented, however 
due to time constraints it was not used in the demo version of the AI that was used in the 
tests. More of these features that had to be left out due to the time shortage will be 
mentioned in the Future work section.
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When the NPC receives the custom smart object events, they check if the need it can 
satisfy matches their highest need. Once an event of satisfying nature has been received, 
it adds this as its current destination goal. Now it just has to move there so it can interact 
with it and fulfil its need and move on to the next task of the day. See Figure 2 of how the 
NPCs choose what smart object event call to heed.

Figure 2: Event Handling

Figure 2:This picture 
illustrates how the NPCs that  
receives the events and 
compares the event type to 
its current highest need. 
Depending on which need is 
highest for them, they choose 
which smart object that is  
most satisfactory for them at  
the moment and starts to 
move towards it.

How the NPC navigates to reach the smart object is described in the Pathfinding section 
coming up next. Once the NPC is done with its interaction with the smart object, it gets the 
need decreased and calculates a new highest need. Then the cycle continues from the 
beginning which forms the Smart Terrain AI of the NPCs' daily lives.
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Pathfinding

Brief Introduction to Pathfinding
What do we mean with pathfinding? Simply put, it's to get an agent to find a good path 
from point A to point B. But what do we mean with good? It can vary depending on the 
context it's in. However in most games it's about finding the shortest/quickest way for an 
object to reach its destination. So how do we find the best path to a location in a game 
world full of obstacles? There might even be different types of surface material on the 
ground that affects the objects movement speed in one or another way.

Many games are using an algorithm named A*[mathews02] since it's very suitable for this 
task.  We will not go into too many details as the algorithm's functionality is unrelated to 
this work. This brief introduction to it shall give you a picture of it to better understand parts 
of the following section.

From the A* algorithm's point of view, the game world consists of a large number of nodes 
connected to each other in a huge graph. Each of these nodes is provided with a cost that 
defines how expensive it is to travel to it from a connected neighbour node. The cost can 
be different things like distance, travel-time or even money costs depending on in what 
situation the algorithm is used. Except for the node cost it also uses heuristics to 
determine the best path to take. With heuristics means that the algorithm estimates which 
node that appears to be the best one for every iteration of the search to reach the 
destination. The heuristics function's functionality can vary, but one example of how it can 
estimate this is by using the euclidean distance from a node to the destination.

Other than the algorithm itself there are plenty of different kinds of optimizations to be 
made to tweak the pathfinding and limit the search space. This is always important as 
pathfinding is a very CPU demanding process, and as soon as there is many agents that is 
moving around simultaneously it can result in critical slowdowns of the game. For the 
interested reader, more details about the A* algorithm can be found at[mathews02] and 
possible optimizations for it at [higgins02][cain02].
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Pathfinding for the Smart Terrain NPCs
When an NPC has found a smart object to satisfy its highest need, it has to get there. 
Getting close to the destination is crucial if any interaction is to be made since the need 
can't be satisfied without interacting with the object. Note that normally in games, this 
would just involve a pathfinding algorithm like A* mentioned earlier to find the closest path 
to the destination. However, is that really the most realistic way for a citizen to move to a 
location? Of course, taking long detours is not realistic, but if the closest path to the 
destination involves walking across some, for the public forbidden area. Or perhaps 
crossing a muddy and dirty path that none would cross unless the NPC really had to.

No naturally, to appear realistic the NPC should follow the city's roads until it reaches the 
destination, so in our approach we had to make it a bit different. The game engine used in 
this work is only providing us with a pathfinding algorithm taking the shortest route to its 
destination without considering the fabric of the ground beneath. Therefore using a 
combination of the pathfinding and waypoints to mark out the roads of the city seemed like 
the best way to be able to simulate how a citizen in a town moves between two locations 
realistically. See Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Pathfinding

Figure 3:This figure describes 
how the pathfinding works. To 
achieve the realistic feeling 
by having the NPC following 
the roads when trying to 
reach their destinations, a 
combination of waypoints and 
the NWN2 built in pathfinding 
function was used.

Here we can see two NPCs 
heading towards different  
goals. The line between the 
waypoints marks the path 
each of them will take.

Black dots: waypoints
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Realistic movement – not the only benefit with waypoints
Note that this hybrid between waypoints and A* pathfinding is beneficial in more ways than 
the aspect of realism. It is also an optimization[cain02] to break down the search space 
into several small ones instead of one big since this in most cases narrows the search 
space significantly. See Figure 4.

Figure 4:This picture depicts the decrease in 
search space you get from using waypoints 
in combination with pathfinding opposed to 
just pathfinding over the entire distance. 

Black dots: Waypoints (wp's)
A: Search space of pathfinding without wp's.
B: Search space of pathfinding with wp's.
Green line: Optimal path given by both 
versions of pathfinding.

As we can see in Figure 4 the search space of area A is much larger than area B. With the 
search space means the number of nodes checked by the pathfinding algorithm before the 
destination is found. Since the A* algorithm stores all checked nodes in a list, the 
intersection area between the small circles of the waypoint search won't be checked again. 
An example of this to clarify this is illustrated in Figure 5 and 6 below.

Pathfinding between Start and Destination in 
both Figure 5 and 6. The distance of 3r is the 
same in both examples.
Figure 5: A = (3r)²π = 9r ²π 
Figure 6: A =  3(r ²π) – (X ∩ Y) – (Y ∩ Z)
where A is an expression for the number of 
nodes checked before the destination was 
found. 

Here we can see that even with a pathfinding 
algorithm that checks the the same nodes 
more than once, the waypoint version still 
checks 3 times less nodes before finding the 
destination. But as mentioned above, the A* 
algorithm stores previously checked nodes in 
a list and will therefore be even more 
efficient.
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Figure 6: Search space - With waypoints

Figure 5: Search space – No 
waypoints



Smart Object Interaction
Finally, when the NPC has reached its destination, he just have to follow a number of 
steps of interactions with the object to get his need reduced so that he can go on with the 
next goal. This is the part of Smart Terrain that makes it very useful and flexible. The smart 
object in the game world contains all the information about how a NPC should interact with 
it. What need it satisfies, which animations that is to be played and in what order. This 
makes it very easy to add new content to the game world even long after the release of the 
game. The actual NPC AI doesn't have to be updated for them to be able to interact with 
the new content since all information the NPC need is stored on the new objects. The 
commercial game The Sims[max00] is a living proof of this as mentioned before, with its 
vast database of additional content made by game fans. New content can be downloaded 
and used by anyone, and it works smoothly with the original NPC AI without having to 
change it at all.

However, to get the interaction with the objects in the game world to feel realistic, plenty of 
animations would've been needed for an optimal result. During the development of the 
module, it was discovered that plenty of the animations in the NWN2 engine wasn't 
working correctly. Because of this, many of the physical interactions between NPCs and 
smart objects had to be explained in text form. Time constraints also affected the richness 
of this part of the AI, as all of the time had to be spent on the event handling and 
pathfinding parts. This priority was made because those parts are most important as they 
constitutes to the actual core of the Smart Terrain AI. The interaction scripts can easily be 
added afterwards as more smart objects are added.

Thankfully, this doesn't affect how well suited Smart Terrain[rabin04][kirby02] is to achieve 
realistic behaviour for the NPCs which was the goal with this project. With the 
implementation of the core system of the AI finished and working it's proven to be a 
success. It can definitely be used to without too much effort to make life-full cities thanks to 
the expandability and flexibility of the Smart Terrain technique.

It might have a minor effect on the test subjects' impressions and reactions from the NPCs' 
behaviour since the they are just explaining the interaction in text form. However, to 
minimize the error impact this had on the test subjects' evaluation, they were informed 
about this issue before they participated in the test. They were asked to look at what the 
NPCs were doing, and how they navigated to get there, not how well they visually 
interacted with the objects. Of course this is not to be ignored, but with the test results at 
hand, all subjects agreed on that an improvement in realism was achieved even with the 
flawed end-of-the-line object interactions. See the Result Analysis Section for details. 
Maybe an even better result would've been achieved with more time at hand to implement 
advanced interactions, and by adding a larger number of smart objects to the testing area. 
This will be discussed more in depth in the Discussion section.
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Phase 3: The Tester evaluation process
With the final working version of the Smart Terrain[rabin04][kirby02] AI in a NWN2[oe06] 
module, phase three with the actual test could begin. A group of twelve people was 
selected for the test, all with lots of previous gaming experience in general. However their 
experience with role-playing games in Forgotten Realms and with NWN2 was varying. See 
the Result Section for more details. These testers was picked because the very nature of 
the test requires some experience and insight into the world of computer games to truly 
understand and appreciate the purpose behind this project. Also a too wide variety of 
tester backgrounds could've had negative effects on the outcome of it so this is why they 
were picked within this specific category.

The layout of the test consists of four steps, all of them integrated in the module. First, the 
tester gets a short introduction from a NPC called “The Developer” where the work is 
introduced shortly, and what he/she's about to do in the test. After that a quick tutorial will 
also be held to inform the tester how to proceed between the different steps of the test. 
When the introduction has been made, the tester is asked to start the test by activating a 
certain item he's given on module start-up to proceed to the second step of the test.

Now the tester is sent to an area representing a part of the city of Neverwinter from the 
original campaign of NWN2. This first time, it will be using the the original NPCs with the AI 
that the game developers made, and the tester gets to walk around and observe their 
behaviour. When he/she feels satisfied he will go on to the next part of the test where he is 
sent to the exact same area as he was before, just that the NPCs now are using the Smart 
Terrain AI. The test of the two versions of the AI takes place in the same area to isolate 
the factors that can affect the outcome of the test. The environment has to be constant 
while the behaviour is the only thing that is different between the two parts.

When the tester has finished beholding the two versions of the AI, he returns to the starting 
area where he/she meets the NPC representing the developer again. The evaluation of the 
test subjects was integrated into the NWN2 module and takes place here. The developer 
NPC asks the tester a set of questions and he/she gets to choose from a selection of pre-
made answers which best fits his/hers opinion. While this might limit the testers from 
answering the questions with their own exact words, it makes it easier to draw conclusions 
from the results. Vaguely explained answers are avoided by doing this. Since the author of 
the thesis was present during all of the tests, oral requests for additional response 
alternatives has been taken and added when needed.

One part of the questions aims to first categorise the test subject depending on his/her 
background with role-playing games. This is because background might have an impact 
on expectations as well as impressions of realism and thereby might affect the results 
slightly. With the categorization of all the testers, patterns between testers of similar 
backgrounds and their evaluation of the AI might be drawn to minimize error-margins 
caused by this. 

The other part of the questions will be straight forward, asking him/her to rate the different 
aspects of the NPC behaviour compared to the original NWN2 NPCs. Finally the tester 
gets to say whether he/she finds the Smart Terrain  AI more realistic than the original 
campaign one. Question Sheet is included in Appendix A.
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Result Analysis
With the final version of the Smart Terrain AI implemented and the test also integrated into 
the NWN2 module, the tests could begin. The test audience was all having gaming 
background, but their experience with RPGs and more specifically, Forgotten 
Realms[woc87] games was varying. The total number of test subjects that participated in 
the test was twelve people, and in this section some diagrams and graphs representing 
their results will be shown and analysed. The reason for the slightly small group of testers 
was because of time constraints. If more time had been available more people had been 
asked to participate. This will have to be taken into consideration when making 
conclusions from the results. Full documentation of the questions in the test, see Appendix 
A.

First we will analyse the test subjects background when it comes to experience with 
NWN-1 and 2 as well as Forgotten Realms games in general. The block diagram below is 
showing distribution of their replies to these background questions. The y-axis represents 
number of people.
Diagram 1 Neverwinter Nights Experience
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Diagram 2 Forgotten Realms Experience
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Few of the test subjects had tried NWN2. Plenty of the testers had played NWN1 which is 
quite similar to the sequel as far as NPC behaviour at least. Most of the subjects had tried 
at least one Forgotten realms game before. 

The impact the testers background had on the tests mostly affected their habit off 
controlling the camera when performing the tests. Some of the testers without previous 
experience of it found the camera system a bit crippled, while there was no problems for 
the ones that had played NWN-1 or 2 before. It appeared that the testers' background 
didn't have a major impact on the results of the research. This was concluded due to the 
fact that despite different backgrounds, similar interpretations from the aspect of realism 
was made after watching the NPCs' behaviour.
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The test subjects was asked to tell if they found the original NWN2 AI lifeless and with 
need of improvement. You see the result of this to the left in Diagram 3. To the right in 
Diagram 4 you see how the test subjects found that the Smart Terrain AI to be an 
improvement in realism compared to the original one.

Diagram 3: NWN2  original campaign AI in  
need of improvement.

Diagram 4: Smart Terrain AI yielded an 
improvement in realism.

Here we can see that 75% of the test subjects found the original AI in need of 
improvement. All of the twelve subjects found the Smart Terrain versions more realistic 
than the original campaign AI, which which strengthens the truth value of the hypothesis. 
The number of test subjects however was relatively small which can be the reason for this 
result. If a larger group of people was tested and some without gaming background there 
might have been a slight difference in the ratios of diagram 4 though. 
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To better get picture of the test subjects' exact impression of each of the two versions of 
the AI, they were also asked to rate them with a score in the range of one to ten. After 
having seen both the versions they got to rate the original NWN2 AI as well as the Smart 
Terrain AI in that order. The results of this is illustrated in Graph 1 below.
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Graph 1: This graph 
illustrates where the people 
put their votes for the two 
versions of the AI. The y-axis 
marks the number of people,  
and the x-axis represents the 
scores. The local maximum 
values represents where 
most of the testers put their  
scores. It is meant to give an 
indication of the average 
opinion of the testers as a 
group.

In Graph 1 we can see how the Smart terrain AI overall have been rated higher in 
comparison to the original campaign one. The curves maximums represents in the 
average score rating from the testers as a group for the two, and a clear difference can be 
read from it. It appears that despite the early state of development of the Smart Terrain AI 
were at during the tests, the results indicates an increase in realism. 
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Conclusions
Overall the work went according to the plans and were a success. A couple of problems 
were encountered during the implementation phase which delayed it a bit. The main parts 
of it was finished in time though there was room for lots of improvements to make the AI 
more completed. Despite the early state the Smart Terrain AI were at during the tests, the 
results still indicated of an increase in realism. Therefore the conclusion that Smart Terrain 
was a good choice of technique in order to develop a realistic NPC AI.

Research question and Hypothesis testing
Research questions and the hypothesis is evaluated based on the test results below.
● What is considered to be realistic behaviour in the subject world?
The test takes place in a part of the city Neverwinter in the game world of the Forgotten 
Realms. It's a question that leaves room for a lot of discussion. In the test a quite simple 
picture of the NPCs' daily routines was made. Due to time constraints not all the desired 
needs were implemented to completion, but what was added was their need to entertain 
themselves like for instance visiting the tavern. Religion is also an important part of the 
Forgotten Realms and its citizens so they were provided with a need for faith, which made 
them visit a temple on regular basis to pray. Other than that, the basic essential needs like 
hunger and sleep was implemented since they are the requirements to stay alive.
● What parts of the AI can be implemented using Smart terrain?
The smart terrain was used to implement the event broadcasting from the smart objects to 
summon the NPC that has need of their services, as well as the handling of the received 
event on the NPC side. For this purpose it worked very well and after the core had been 
implemented it was easy to add new smart objects to the game world and to make the 
NPCs act correctly according to the smart objects' instructions. Perhaps it can be used 
more within the actual object interaction as well? For instance, once a NPC has answered 
the call of a tavern signalling out entertainment events, then the objects inside the tavern 
might be able to use smart terrain as well to make the NPC act realistically inside too. 
However this is not covered within the boundaries of this work, but might be something 
that could be done in the future.
● Will a richer NPC life improve the gamers impression of the game?
Also a very difficult question to answer. With the results in hand, we could say that it will 
indeed improve it for most users. Its something that is opinion related and varies from 
person to person. However, we can safely assume that none would feel that the game 
feeling would suffer from the improved NPC AI. Therefore judging by the test results of the 
people who felt it increased the realism, we could consider the answer 'yes' for this 
question if we look at gamers as a group of people instead of an individualistic 
perspective.
● A higher sense of realism among NPCs in RPGs can be achieved by applying the 
technique Smart Terrain.
With the test results analysed and discussed, I think we by now can say that the above 
statement can be found true. Smart terrain did improve the realism among the NPCs in the 
RPG game NWN2 and would probably do the same for other Forgotten Realms games as 
well.
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Error Discussion

Error Analysis - AI implementation phase
Here some of the problems that were encountered during the development of the Smart 
Terrain AI will be discussed. In general the implementation went well, though it took a lot 
more time than expected to finish it. One of the major reasons for this was due to some 
broken functionality in the core function API in NWscript. It took sometime before it was 
discovered that the errors were not in the code implemented by the author, but that it was 
actually an internal error.

The largest part of these errors contributing to the increase in development time were 
connected to the built in NPC animations in the NWN2 engine. Several seemingly random 
occurrences when using the animations made the problem very difficult to locate. 
Therefore it resulted in a major slow-down of the development process.

Other related factors that delayed it was bugs in the core of the Smart Terrain AI which 
none other than the author himself were to blame. Technical details of what caused these 
bugs will be left out since they were very implementation specific and mentioning them 
won't contribute to the research.

Error Analysis – The testing phase
The formulation of the test questions and replies could've been more carefully picked 
before the tests were made. A contributing source for this was the lack of time time near 
the end of the process. There were simply not enough time to evaluate the questions more 
in-depth before performing the tests. To some these questions might appear to be 
scientifically incorrect and of a leading nature. 

In order to avoid the impact this might have, all test subjects were asked to write down 
their own answer to any of these questions if neither of the alternatives matched their 
opinions.
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Discussion
In tests like this one, there's always lots of factors that can affect the outcome. Words like 
realism and game-feeling is something that is interpreted in different ways by different 
people. Their background and previous experiences affects what they expect from the 
game and the AI, as well as what they find entertaining. In an attempt to minimize error-
margins from these kinds of factors, some questions in the tests purpose was to 
categorize the different test subjects by their previous experiences. Thereby patterns and 
conclusions can easier be drawn from the results. However it turned out like the 
background of the twelve subjects had no major impact on their rating of the realism of 
Smart Terrain NPCs. Since they were all having lots of gaming experience in general, they 
responded similarly to the test. Though if other testers with less gaming background would 
be participating, the background would probable have larger effect on this. It was still a 
good idea to have the categorisation in the test since if large variations among the results 
between the testers of different background experience would've been noticed. This was 
thankfully not the case though, so the outcome was better than expected.

Another important thing to consider is if an improved NPC AI in role-playing games is 
something the average player thinks is lacking. The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion is one of the 
games that has developed an advanced AI for the NPC, and from personal experience it 
can often be frustrating in some aspects. For instance, when you return to a location 
where an important story-related NPC was previously found, he might no longer be there 
because at that time of the day/night he's browsing through stores for food, or is back 
home sleeping in his bed. Of course this is realistic behaviour, but when discussing game-
feeling maybe it's better to enforce the important story-related NPCs to remain in the same 
area at so that it's easy for the player to find it. A better solution would be to develop some 
sort of system for the player to locate a specific NPC in a way that feels natural.

This question was asked in the test, and many of them considered the gain in realism 
worth the search. Some of them however found this frustrating and preferred to have key-
characters to remain easy to locate. Different ways to achieve this was discussed with the 
testers, and one interesting idea that came up was to build into the game so that the player 
can ask other citizens where the one they seek might be found. This way the key-
characters could remain realistic yet still be easy for the player to find, and in a very 
natural and realistic way. Of course everyone doesn't know where everyone is in a big city, 
but this could be balanced to a good level to achieve the best result without losing realism.

Everyone agreed on that the less important NPCs that the player doesn't have to find to 
proceed in the game story will in all cases be good targets for a more advanced and 
realistic behaviour. Since they mainly serve as side-scenes for the cities and villages to 
make them feel populated and realistic and the player never has to seek one of them out 
in particular. For more details on the testers opinions, see the Result Analysis section.
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Future Work
It is no secret that the Smart Terrain AI implemented in this research has room for much 
improvements. It's a solid foundation to use for an AI, but a lot more smart objects could've 
been made as well as better interaction scripts in the end. Something that affected the AI 
development negatively except for of course research time, was the limitations of the fact 
that the test had to take place in the default NWN2 City. The reason for this was because if 
the comparison between the two AIs were to take place in different areas, it would've been 
another factor that could affect the test subjects' impression during the test. So that's why 
an isolation of the Smart Terrain AI as the only difference between the two parts of the test 
was made. 

However, now we've seen from the conclusions that the improved realism resulted in a 
positive response from the testers. An attempt to tweak the AI by building a customized 
city with plenty of smart objects for the NPCs to use would be a very good future project to 
make. Some already supported features in the Smart Terrain AI that was excluded due to 
time constraints could be taken into effect as well, like altering the speed in which their 
needs increases depending on what the NPC is current activity. Higher energy 
consumption when the participating in something physically exhausting or faster increase 
of its need to entertain itself while doing something that can be considered boring. 
Different NPC personalities and attributes could be taken into account as well for this e.g. 
A strong one with high constitution and strength can handle tough work better without 
exhausting itself. Or a social charismatic NPC would build up his need to talk and hang out 
with others faster than a loner would.

Other features to improve the smart terrain AI would be to let different smart objects of 
varying types have different weights. For instance if a NPC has a high need for hunger, 
and receives events from more than one smart object that can satisfy it. One of the event 
sources might be a tavern that serves warm food and another one is just a road wandering 
merchant selling minor snacks. Perhaps the merchant is closer to the hungry NPC than 
the tavern, but a really hungry person would surely pick the delicious tavern meal before a 
simple snack from the merchant. If the distance to the tavern would be way too long, 
taking the snack before heading to the tavern would be a reasonable idea. By providing 
each of the smart objects with a weight, this logic decision making from the NPC would've 
been possible. By balancing the weight, the urgency of the most critic need and the 
distance to the different smart objects involved, an even more realistic behaviour might be 
achieved.

Another interesting approach to improve the game AI further would be to combine the 
smart terrain with the dynamic scripting I discussed earlier in the paper. Maybe if a fitness 
function of some kind would be developed to judge the outcome of a NPC's performance 
in accomplishing its goals. This could very well result in a very dynamic and realistic 
behaviour, though the issue with the complexity of creating such a fitness function can still 
not be ignored.
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Acronyms
– AI: Artificial Intelligence.
– NPC: Non-playing character: AI controlled agent in a computer game. 
– RPG: Role-playing game: Game genre.
– D&D: Dungeons & Dragons: [tsr74]
– NWN2: Neverwinter Nights 2.
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Appendix A
This is the questions with corresponding replies that the test subjects got to answer in the test  
integrated in the Neverwinter Nights 2 module.
1. Have you got any previous experience from role-playing computer games in Forgotten Realms 
environment?

- 1. I've got lots of experience from Forgotten Realms, and have played more than one 
game in that setting.

- 2. I've got some experience from it, but not much.

- 3. I have not played any Forgotten Realms games.

2. Have you played Neverwinter Nights 1 or 2 before?

- 1. Yes, I have played both of them.

- 2. Yes, I have played Neverwinter Nights 1.

- 3. Yes, I have played Neverwinter Nights 2.

- 4. No, have played neither of them.

3. When you saw the Neverwinter Nights 2 original campaign AI in action, did you react to its 
simplicity and felt that it was in need of improvement?

- 1. Yes, definitely. It felt lifeless and unrealistic.

- 2. I didn't find it very realistic, but on the other hand I don't think it would improve the 
game by making it more realistic.

- 3. I found the original Neverwinter Nights 2 AI realistic and think that making it more 
advanced would not be beneficial in any way.

4. If you'd get to put a score on the original Neverwinter Nights 2 AI in the range 1-10. What would 
you give it?

- 1. I'd give it a score of 1.

- 2. I'd give it a score of 2.

- 3. I'd give it a score of 3.

- 4. I'd give it a score of 4.

- 5. I'd give it a score of 5.

- 6. I'd give it a score of 6.

- 7. I'd give it a score of 7.

- 8. I'd give it a score of 8.

- 9. I'd give it a score of 9.

- 10. I'd give it a score of 10.
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5. Compared to the original AI that you first got to see, did you find the Smart Terrain version I 
made more realistic?

- 1. I found it more realistic than the original AI.

- 2. To be honest, I didn't notice any difference in realism between the two versions of 
the AI.

- 3. I'm afraid I found your AI less realistic than the original AI.

6. If you'd get to put a score on my Smart Terrain AI, what would you give it?

- 1. I'd give it a score of 1.

- 2. I'd give it a score of 2.

- 3. I'd give it a score of 3.

- 4. I'd give it a score of 4.

- 5. I'd give it a score of 5.

- 6. I'd give it a score of 6.

- 7. I'd give it a score of 7.

- 8. I'd give it a score of 8.

- 9. I'd give it a score of 9.

- 10. I'd give it a score of 10.

7. With more dynamic NPCs it might occur that a specific NPC that you, as the player, seeks is not 
where you last saw him.  Instead he is moving around tending to his own tasks or goals.  Do you 
think that the increase in realism is worth the fact that the player might actually have to and track 
down a NPC for the services it provides?

- 1. Definitely. Having to spend some time to sometimes search for a NPC is totally 
worth the increase in realism.

- 2. I don't know.

- 3. No. I think it's annoying to have to waste time running around to try find a NPC you 
need. The increase in realism is not worth it, I prefer stupid NPCs without the 
freedom of choice.

- 4. I think that quest and story related NPCs should remain in the same location so 
he/she's not hard to find, but for other insignificant citizens, the more advanced 
behaviour is definitely beneficial for the realism.
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Appendix B
This appendix contains all the related source code from the implementation in NWscript.

custom_area_enter.ncs
#include "globals"

void main()

{

object Area = GetArea(GetFirstPC());

DebugMsg(( GetName(Area) + " Entered: Locating and storing smart objects..."));

object SmartObject = GetFirstObjectInArea(Area);

int i = 0;

while (SmartObject != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

if (GetSubString(GetTag(SmartObject), 0, 12) == "SmartObject_")

{

DebugMsg("Found smart object...");

// Find the nearest waypoint and store the smart object on it to help NPC's finding its way 

// to the smart objects.

int k=0;

object NearestWP = GetNearestObject(OBJECT_TYPE_WAYPOINT, SmartObject, k);

while (NearestWP != OBJECT_INVALID && GetSubString(GetTag(NearestWP), 0, 11) != "WP_SmartNPC")

{

k++;

NearestWP = GetNearestObject(OBJECT_TYPE_WAYPOINT, SmartObject, k);

}

// A waypoint for the smart NPC's pathfinding was found nearby the smart object. Now we store it.

if (NearestWP != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

DebugMsg("Found a waypoint near the smart object to store. WP Tag: " + GetTag(NearestWP));

SetLocalObject(NearestWP, "SmartObjectNearby", SmartObject);

}

string VariableName = ("SmartObject" + IntToString(i));

SetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, VariableName, SmartObject);

i++;

}

SmartObject = GetNextObjectInArea(Area);

}

DebugMsg(("Total smart objects found: " + IntToString(i)));

}
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custom_area_heartbeat.ncs
#include "globals"

void main()

{

// No player is in this area, so no need to update the AI here.

if (NoPCInArea(OBJECT_SELF))

return;

object Area = GetArea(GetFirstPC());

DebugMsg(("Area Heartbeat: Signaling events to nearby NPC's in " + GetName(Area)));

object SmartObject = GetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, ("SmartObject" + IntToString(0)));

int i=1;

while (SmartObject != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

if (IsAvailable(SmartObject))

{

object SmartNPC = GetFirstObjectInArea(Area);

while (SmartNPC != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

if (GetSubString(GetTag(SmartNPC), 0, 9) == "SmartNPC_")

{

if (!IsBuisy(SmartNPC))

{

string VarName = "EVENT_SOURCE";

DelayCommand(IntToFloat(i)*0.1, SetLocalObject(SmartNPC, VarName, 
SmartObject));

//SetLocalObject(SmartNPC, VarName, SmartObject);

//SetLocalObject(SmartNPC, VarName2, SmartObject);

event Event = EventUserDefined(GetLocalInt(SmartObject, "Type"));

DelayCommand(IntToFloat(i)*0.1, SignalEvent(SmartNPC, Event));

//SignalEvent(SmartNPC, Event);

}

//else

//DebugMsg(GetName(SmartNPC) + " is already buisy and doesn't listen for my event.");

}

SmartNPC = GetNextObjectInArea(Area);

}

}

//else

// DebugMsg(GetName(SmartObject) + " is not available");

SmartObject = GetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, ("SmartObject" + IntToString(i)));
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i++;

}

}

custom_module_activate_item.ncs
#include "globals"

void main()

{

object Activator = GetItemActivator();

object Item = GetItemActivated();

if (Activator == OBJECT_INVALID)

{

DebugMsg("Invalid item activator!");

return;

}

if (Item == OBJECT_INVALID)

{

DebugMsg("Invalid item activated!");

return;

}

// Rod of Teleportation was activated.

if (GetTag(Item) == "TeleportationRod")

{

if (GetIsPC(Activator))

AssignCommand(Activator, ActionStartConversation(Activator, "conv_teleportation_rod", TRUE, FALSE, TRUE));

}

// The Rod of Phase Shifting was activated.

if (GetTag(Item) == "special")

{

if (GetIsPC(Activator))

{

object Area = GetArea(Activator);

int phase = GetLocalInt(GetModule(), "Phase");

if (!phase)

{

SetLocalInt(GetModule(), "Phase", PHASE_ONE);

SendMessageToPC(Activator, "Phase One of the test has begun...");

// Teleport the player from the castle starting area to the city with original nwn2 AI.

ExecuteScript("teleport_nwn_oc", Activator);

}
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else if (phase == PHASE_ONE)

{

SetLocalInt(GetModule(), "Phase", PHASE_TWO);

SendMessageToPC(Activator, "Phase Two of the test has begun...");

// Teleport the player to the city with the Smart Terrain AI.

ExecuteScript("teleport_nwn_smart", Activator);

}

else if (phase == PHASE_TWO)

{

SetLocalInt(GetModule(), "Phase", PHASE_THREE);

SendMessageToPC(Activator, "Phase Three of the test has begun...");

// Teleport the player back to the castle where the investigation questions will be asked and 
// answered by the player.

ExecuteScript("teleport_castle", Activator);

}

else if (phase == PHASE_THREE)

{

SendMessageToPC(Activator, "You've finished the test, and the game will shut down in 10 
seconds... Thank you for participating!");

// The player has finshd the test and answered the questions. 

// Display the thanks text and exit the module.

DelayCommand(10.0f, EndGame(""));

}

}

}

// The player activated the debug tool which allows him to check a NPC's variable values.

if (GetResRef(Item) == "custom_debug_tool")

{

DebugMsg("Debug tool activated!");

object Target = GetItemActivatedTarget();

if (Target == OBJECT_INVALID)

{

DebugMsg("Invalid Target!");

return;

}

string Text = "";

// Output for smart NPCs.

if (GetSubString(GetTag(Target), 0, 9)  == "SmartNPC_")

{
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DebugMsg("Debug output for NPC: " + GetName(Target));

DebugMsg("=====================================");

Text = "Is Buisy: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "IsBuisy"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Walking waypoints: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "WPWalk"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Highest Need: " + EventToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "HighestNeed"));

DebugMsg(Text);

// Event source variables.

//object TempObj = GetLocalObject(Target, "EventSource");

object TempObj = GetLocalObject(Target, "EVENT_SOURCE");

string TempName = "";

if (TempObj == OBJECT_INVALID)

TempName = "INVALID";

else

TempName = GetName(TempObj);

Text = "Event Source: " + TempName;

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Hunger: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Hunger"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Energy: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Energy"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Hobby: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Hobby"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Gamble: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Gamble"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Faith: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Faith"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Work: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Work"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Social: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Social"));

DebugMsg(Text);

DebugMsg("=====================================");

}

// Output for smart objects.

else if (GetSubString(GetTag(Target), 0, 12) == "SmartObject_")

{

DebugMsg("Debug output for Smart Object: " + GetName(Target));

DebugMsg("=====================================");

Text = "Available: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Available"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Type: " + IntToString(GetLocalInt(Target, "Type"));

DebugMsg(Text);

Text = "Script Name: " + GetLocalString(Target, "ScriptName");
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DebugMsg(Text);

DebugMsg("=====================================");

}

else

DebugMsg("Invalid target! Only use the debug tool on Smart NPC's and Smart objects.");

}

}

custom_module_client_enter.ncs
#include "globals"

void main()

{

object PC = GetEnteringObject();

if (!GetIsPC(PC))

return;

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT)

{

object TeleportationRod = CreateItemOnObject("teleportation_rod", PC);

if (TeleportationRod == OBJECT_INVALID)

DebugMsg("Failed creating the teleportation rod!");

}

object Special = CreateItemOnObject("special", PC);

if (Special == OBJECT_INVALID)

DebugMsg("Failed to create the special item!");

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT)

{

object DebugTool = CreateItemOnObject("custom_debug_tool", PC);

if (DebugTool == OBJECT_INVALID)

DebugMsg("Failed to create the debug tool!");

}

}
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custom_onspawn.ncs
#include "globals"

#include "NW_I0_GENERIC"

#include "ginc_event_handlers"

#include "ginc_math"

void main()

{

int Count = 0;

if (GetSubString(GetTag(OBJECT_SELF), 0, 10) == "10_citizen")

{

Count++;

int Type = GetObjectType(OBJECT_SELF);

string Template = GetResRef(OBJECT_SELF);

location StartPosition = GetLocation(OBJECT_SELF);

object temp = CopyObject(OBJECT_SELF, StartPosition, OBJECT_INVALID, "SmartNPC_Citizen");

DestroyObject(OBJECT_SELF, 0.0f);

ExecuteScript("custom_onspawn", temp);

DelayCommand(30.0f, AssignCommand(temp, SpeakString("I've been reincarnated!")));

return;

}

DebugMsg("Number of NPC's converted to smart NPCs: " + IntToString(Count));

ChangeToStandardFaction(OBJECT_SELF, STANDARD_FACTION_COMMONER);

SetPlotFlag(OBJECT_SELF, FALSE);

// The part after this point is only meant for smart NPC's.

if (GetSubString(GetTag(OBJECT_SELF), 0, 9) != "SmartNPC_")

return;

SetAILevel(OBJECT_SELF, AI_LEVEL_NORMAL);

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_HEARTBEAT_EVENT);        // Fire User Defined Event 1001

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_PERCIEVE_EVENT);         // Fire User Defined Event 1002

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_ATTACK_EVENT);           // Fire User Defined Event 1005

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_DAMAGED_EVENT);          // Fire User Defined Event 1006

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_DISTURBED_EVENT);        // Fire User Defined Event 1008

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_END_COMBAT_ROUND_EVENT); // Fire User Defined Event 1003

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_ON_DIALOGUE_EVENT);      // Fire User Defined Event 1004

SetSpawnInCondition(NW_FLAG_SPELL_CAST_AT_EVENT);    // Fire User Defined Event 1011

// Enabling the different needs. Set a need to 0 to make the NPC to ignore that need.

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "EnergyNeedFlag", TRUE);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HungerNeedFlag", TRUE);
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SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HobbyNeedFlag", TRUE);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "GamblingNeedFlag", FALSE);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "FaithNeedFlag", TRUE);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "WorkNeedFlag", FALSE);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "SocialNeedFlag", FALSE);

// Setting the NPC starting needs.

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "EnergyNeedFlag") == 1)

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Energy", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HungerNeedFlag") == 1)

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hunger", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HobbyNeedFlag") == 1)

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hobby", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "GamblingNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Gamble", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "FaithNeedFlag") == 1)

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Faith", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "WorkNeedFlag") == 1)

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Work", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "SocialNeedFlag") == 1)

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Social", RandomIntBetween(1, 100));

// Setting the default rate in which the different needs builds up.

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "EnergyModifier", 2);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HungerModifier", 2);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HobbyModifier", 2);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "GamblingModifier", 2);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "FaithModifier", 2);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "WorkModifier", 2);

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "SocialModifier", 2);

// Attempt to generate a randomized name for the citizen.

SetFirstName(OBJECT_SELF, RandomName());

SetLastName(OBJECT_SELF, RandomName());

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "IsBuisy", 0);

}
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custom_ude.ncs
#include "globals"

void main()

{

// No player is in this objects area, so no need to update the AI.

//if (NoPCInArea(GetArea(OBJECT_SELF)))

// return;

    int Event = GetUserDefinedEventNumber();

    switch (Event)

{

case EVENT_HEARTBEAT: // 1001

{

//SpeakString("Hello, my name is " + GetName(OBJECT_SELF) + " and my tag is " + GetTag(OBJECT_SELF), 
TALKVOLUME_SHOUT);

// Updates NPC needs.

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HungerNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hunger", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hunger")
+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HungerModifier"));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "EnergyNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Energy", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Energy")
+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "EnergyModifier"));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HobbyNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hobby", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hobby")+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, 
"HobbyModifier"));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "GamblingNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Gamble", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Gamble")
+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "GamblingModifier"));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "FaithNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Faith", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Faith")+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, 
"FaithModifier"));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "WorkNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Work", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Work")+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, 
"WorkModifier"));

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "SocialNeedFlag"))

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Social", GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Social")+GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, 
"SocialModifier"));

// Updates which of the needs is the most urgent one.

int Temp = -1;

int HighestNeed = 0;

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HungerNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hunger")) {Temp = 
GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hunger"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_HUNGER;}

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "EnergyNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Energy")) {Temp = 
GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Energy"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_ENERGY;}

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HobbyNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hobby")) {Temp = 
GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hobby"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_HOBBY;}
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if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "GamblingNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Gamble")) {Temp 
= GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Gamble"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_GAMBLE;}

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "FaithNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Faith")) {Temp = 
GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Faith"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_FAITH;}

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "WorkNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Work")) {Temp = 
GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Work"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_WORK;}

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "SocialNeedFlag") && Temp < GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Social")) {Temp = 
GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Social"); HighestNeed = EVENT_SIGNAL_SOCIAL;}

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HighestNeed", HighestNeed);

// NPC notifies his highest need when he's not recieved any signals from smart objects satisfying that need.

if (!IsBuisy())

{

switch (HighestNeed)

{

case EVENT_SIGNAL_ENERGY:

ActionSpeakString("I am tired! I need to find someplace to sleep!");

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_HOBBY:

ActionSpeakString("I am bored! I need to find someplace to entertain 
myself!");

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_GAMBLE:

ActionSpeakString("I am feeling lucky! I need to find someplace to gamble!");

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_FAITH:

ActionSpeakString("I have to show my devotion to the gods!");

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_WORK:

ActionSpeakString("I have to go to work.");

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_SOCIAL:

ActionSpeakString("It's been a long time since I talked to someone, I need to 
get out more.");

break;

}

}

else if (GetNumActions(OBJECT_SELF) == 0)

{

object EventSource = GetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, "EVENT_SOURCE");

object InteriorWP = GetWaypointByTag(GetLocalString(EventSource, "InteriorWPTag"));

// If the destination is an interior area, make sure that the NPC is in that area before 

// calling the script.

if (InteriorWP != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

if (GetArea(OBJECT_SELF) == GetArea(InteriorWP))

ExecuteScript(GetLocalString(EventSource, "ScriptName"), OBJECT_SELF);

}
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// No interior WP was found on the event source, so it must be in the exterior area. Call the script if 
// the NPC is close enough.

else

{

if (GetDistanceBetween(OBJECT_SELF, EventSource) <= SMART_OBJECT_RANGE)

ExecuteScript(GetLocalString(EventSource, "ScriptName"), OBJECT_SELF);

}

}

// Resets the NPC's states if he for some reason should get stuck.

if (GetNumActions(OBJECT_SELF) == 0)

{

SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "WPWalk", FALSE);

MakeBuisy(OBJECT_SELF, FALSE);

}

break;

}

case EVENT_PERCEIVE: // 1002

//SpeakString("UDE: Perceive");

break;

case EVENT_END_COMBAT_ROUND:// 1003

//SpeakString("UDE: End combat round");

break;

case EVENT_DIALOGUE: // 1004

//SpeakString("UDE: Dialogue");

break;

case EVENT_ATTACKED: // 1005

//SpeakString("UDE: Attacked");

break;

case EVENT_DAMAGED: // 1006

//SpeakString("UDE: Damaged");

break;

case EVENT_DISTURBED: // 1008

//SpeakString("UDE: Disturbed");

break;

case EVENT_SPELL_CAST_AT: // 1011

//SpeakString("UDE: Spell cast at");

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_HUNGER: // 3001

case EVENT_SIGNAL_ENERGY: // 3002
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case EVENT_SIGNAL_HOBBY: // 3003

case EVENT_SIGNAL_GAMBLE: // 3004

case EVENT_SIGNAL_FAITH: // 3005

case EVENT_SIGNAL_WORK: // 3006

case EVENT_SIGNAL_SOCIAL: // 3007

if (!IsBuisy() && GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HighestNeed") == Event)

{

object EventSource = GetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF,  "EVENT_SOURCE");

/*string ScriptName = GetLocalString(EventSource, "ScriptName");

if (ScriptName == "")

{

DebugMsg("ERROR: Invalid script call attempted!");

return;

}*/

if (EventSource == OBJECT_INVALID)

{

DebugMsg("ERROR: Invalid event source!");

return;

}

MakeBuisy();

// This call is a fix for an issue where the event source gets incorrect.

DelayCommand(0.5f, SetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, "EVENT_SOURCE", EventSource));

CustomWalkWaypoints(OBJECT_SELF, EventSource, FALSE, (d2()-1));

}

else

{

string text = "";

if (GetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "HighestNeed") != Event)

text = GetFirstName(OBJECT_SELF) + " doesn't need what " + 
GetName(GetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, "EventSource")) + " has to offer!";

if (IsBuisy(OBJECT_SELF))

text = GetFirstName(OBJECT_SELF) + " is currently buisy!";

 

//DebugMsg(text);

}

break;

}

}
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smart_merchant_food.ncs
#include "globals"

void main()

{

object SmartObject = GetLocalObject(OBJECT_SELF, "EVENT_SOURCE");

ActionDoCommand( MakeAvailable(SmartObject, FALSE));

DebugMsg("smart_merchant_food.ncs script successfully called on NPC: " + GetName(OBJECT_SELF) + " at smart object: " + 
GetName(SmartObject));

// Time-out fix: If the NPC gets stuck in his mission, then make sure he gets unbuisy and starts anew.

//DelayCommand(30.0f, MakeBuisy(OBJECT_SELF, FALSE));

//DelayCommand(30.0f, ClearAllActions(TRUE));

ActionWait(1.0f);

ActionSpeakString("Could I look at your wares sir?");

ActionWait(2.0f);

ActionSpeakString("Going to eat this food now... so yummy!");

ActionWait(10.0f);

ActionDoCommand( SetLocalInt(OBJECT_SELF, "Hunger", 0));

ActionDoCommand( MakeBuisy(OBJECT_SELF, FALSE));

ActionDoCommand( MakeAvailable(SmartObject));

}

globals.ncs (include file)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// DECLARATION

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Specifies if debug output will be displayed or not.

const int DEBUG_OUTPUT = FALSE;

const int DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK = FALSE;

// Constants defining which phase of the test it is.

const int PHASE_ONE = 1;

const int PHASE_TWO = 2;

const int PHASE_THREE = 3;

// Smart object events sent every heartbeat.

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_HUNGER = 3001;

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_ENERGY = 3002;

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_HOBBY = 3003;

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_GAMBLE = 3004;

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_FAITH = 3005;

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_WORK = 3006;

const int EVENT_SIGNAL_SOCIAL = 3007;
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// The distance in meters that the NPC has to be within to start the interaction script with a smart object.

const float SMART_OBJECT_RANGE = 10.0f;

// Tells a NPC to go to the nearest waypoint with WP_NPCTag#, and then follow the path with increasing number.

// - NPC: The NPC that you want to walk the waypoints.

// - Run: If the NPC should run or just walk.

void CustomWalkWaypoints(object NPC=OBJECT_SELF, object Destination = OBJECT_INVALID, int Run=FALSE, int Reverse=FALSE, int 
Loop=FALSE);

// Translate an event signal into a readable string for debug output.

// - Event: The event number you wish to convert to a string.

string EventToString(int Event);

// Checks if there is any players in the target area, returns false if any player is found there.

// - Area: The area you wish to scan for PC's.

int NoPCInArea(object Area);

// This function sends a message to players in debug mode. To disable the output change the

// flag called DEBUG_OUTPUT at the top of this file.

// - Message: The message you wish to send to the player.

void DebugMsg(string Message);

// Estimates the walk time between object A to B.

// - A: The starting point.

// - B: The end point.

// - Run: If this is true, then it will be the estimated runtime instead.

// NOTE: This function will only be accurate if the path between the objects is clear and the NPC can walk straight there.

float EstimateWalkTime(object A, object B, int Run = FALSE);

// Check if target NPC is buisy.

// - NPC: The NPC you wish to check. Default is the current object.

int IsBuisy(object NPC = OBJECT_SELF);

// Check if the target smart object is available or if it currently is being used by another NPC.

// - SmartObject: The object you wish to check. The current object is default.

int IsAvailable(object SmartObject = OBJECT_SELF);

// Set the NPC's buisy flag.

// - NPC: The affected NPC.

// - Buisy: The buisy flag, true is default.

void MakeBuisy(object NPC = OBJECT_SELF, int Buisy = TRUE);

// Set the smart objects availability flag.

// - SmartObject: The affected object.

// - Available: The availability flag, true is default.

void MakeAvailable(object SmartObject = OBJECT_SELF, int Available = TRUE);
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// IMPLEMENTATION

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

void CustomWalkWaypoints(object NPC, object Destination, int Run, int Reverse, int Loop)

{

// The NPC is already following the waypoints.

if (GetLocalInt(NPC, "WPWalk"))

{

//DelayCommand(30.0f, SetLocalInt(NPC, "WPWalk", FALSE));

return;

}

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK)

DebugMsg("Starting to walk waypoints...");

SetLocalInt(NPC, "WPWalk", TRUE);

// Find the nearest waypoint for that NPC to start at.

int i = 0;

object WP = GetNearestObject(OBJECT_TYPE_WAYPOINT, NPC, i);

int PrefixOffset = 3;

int NameEndOffset = PrefixOffset + GetStringLength(GetTag(NPC));

string WPTagNoIndex = "WP_" + GetTag(NPC);

while (WP != OBJECT_INVALID) 

{

string tmp = GetSubString(GetTag(WP), 0, NameEndOffset);

//DebugMsg("WPTagNoIndex: " + WPTagNoIndex + " tmp: " + tmp);

if (WPTagNoIndex == tmp)

{

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK)

DebugMsg("Found a waypoint matching NPC " + GetName(NPC) + " with Tag: " + GetTag(NPC));

break;

}

i++;

WP = GetNearestObject(OBJECT_TYPE_WAYPOINT, NPC, i);

}

// No waypoints was found for this NPC.

if (WP == OBJECT_INVALID)

{

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK)

DebugMsg("ERROR: No matching waypoints was found for NPC " + GetName(NPC) + " with Tag: " + 
GetTag(NPC));

//return FALSE;

}
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while (WP != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

// TODO: Make a test here if the destination is closer to the NPC than the WP.

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK)

DebugMsg("Adding waypoint with tag " + GetTag(WP) + " to action queue...");

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionMoveToObject(WP, Run, 0.0f));

if (Destination != OBJECT_INVALID && GetLocalObject(WP, "SmartObjectNearby") == Destination)

{

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK)

DebugMsg("Waypoint with Tag: " + GetTag(WP) + " is the closest waypoint to NPC's destination");

//AssignCommand(NPC, ActionMoveToObject(Destination, Run, 2.0f));

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionMoveToObject(GetWaypointByTag(GetLocalString(Destination, 
"SmartObject_LocationTag"))));

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionOpenDoor(GetObjectByTag(GetLocalString(Destination, "DoorTag"))));

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionDoCommand(SetLocalInt(NPC, "WPWalk", FALSE)));

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionJumpToObject(GetWaypointByTag(GetLocalString(Destination, 
"InteriorWPTag"))));

return;

}

int Index = StringToInt( GetSubString( GetTag( WP ), NameEndOffset, GetStringLength(GetTag(WP))-NameEndOffset));

if (Reverse)

Index--;

else

Index++;

// Get the next wp.

string NextWPTag = WPTagNoIndex + IntToString(Index);

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT_WP_WALK)

DebugMsg("Next waypoint tag: " + NextWPTag);

WP = GetWaypointByTag(NextWPTag);

// If the NPC has reached the end of the line and is supposed to loop, then start over.

//if (WP == OBJECT_INVALID && Loop)

if (WP == OBJECT_INVALID && Destination != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionMoveToObject(GetWaypointByTag("WP_" + GetTag(NPC) + IntToString(1))) );

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionDoCommand(SetLocalInt(NPC, "WPWalk", FALSE)));

AssignCommand(NPC, CustomWalkWaypoints(NPC, Destination, Run, Reverse, Loop));

}

}

AssignCommand(NPC, ActionDoCommand(SetLocalInt(NPC, "WPWalk", FALSE)));

}
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string EventToString(int Event)

{

string EventStr = "";

switch (Event)

{

case EVENT_SIGNAL_HUNGER:

EventStr = "HUNGER";

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_ENERGY:

EventStr = "ENERGY";

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_HOBBY:

EventStr = "HOBBY";

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_GAMBLE:

EventStr = "GAMBLE";

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_FAITH:

EventStr = "FAITH";

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_WORK:

EventStr = "WORK";

break;

case EVENT_SIGNAL_SOCIAL:

EventStr = "SOCIAL";

break;

default:

DebugMsg("Invalid event sent to EventToString()");

break;

}

return EventStr;

}

int NoPCInArea(object Area)

{

object PC = GetFirstPC();

while (PC != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

if (GetTag(Area) == GetTag(GetArea(PC)))

return FALSE;

PC = GetNextPC();

}
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return TRUE;

}

void DebugMsg(string Message)

{

if (DEBUG_OUTPUT)

{

object PC = GetFirstPC();

while (PC != OBJECT_INVALID)

{

SendMessageToPC(PC, Message);

PC = GetNextPC();

}

}

}

float EstimateWalkTime(object A, object B, int Run)

{

float Distance = GetDistanceBetween(A, B);

float Speed = 2.0f;

if (Run)

Speed = 4.0f;

return Distance/Speed;

}

int IsBuisy(object NPC)

{

return GetLocalInt(NPC, "IsBuisy");

}

int IsAvailable(object SmartObject)

{

return GetLocalInt(SmartObject, "Available");

}

void MakeBuisy(object NPC, int Buisy)

{

SetLocalInt(NPC, "IsBuisy", Buisy);

}

void MakeAvailable(object SmartObject, int Available)

{

SetLocalInt(SmartObject, "Available", Available);

}
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